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On Jul 17, 2016, at 5:17 AM, Steve Langford <s@theriver.com> wrote:

17 July 2016
Wencong Fa, Bar Number 301679
Pacific Legal Foundation
930 G St
Sacramento, CA 95814-1802

wfa@pacificlegal.org
Phone Number (916) 419-7111
Fax Number (916) 419-7747

Good morning, Wencong Fa:

I have just gone through the information at

http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/city-surrender-4th-amendment-rights-or-else/#!

and have found your eddress at

https://www.allcaliforniaattorneys.com/attorney/301679/wencong-fa

where I see that you graduated from U. Michigan Law School, as did my father, 
Malcolm Sparhawk Langford (an international corporate lawyer of firm Cox, 
Langford, Stoddard, & Cutler, created in D.C., Y1946).

I admire your work in the case of Karl Trautwein and tenants.

However, speaking of Constitutional rights, what business has government to 
intrude upon the private business of renting property, in the first place? Why 
should I need permission of anybody or of any fictitious person, through a 
license {"In the law of contracts. A permission, accorded by a competent 
authority, conferring the right to do some act which without such authorization 
would be illegal, or would be a trespass or a tort" [ What is LICENSE? definition 
of LICENSE (Black's Law Dictionary) ], http://thelawdictionary.org/license/ }, to 
rent my property or otherwise dispose of it any way I see fit? Is that not a 
stance that you might do well to consider adopting, while you're at it?

Furthermore, many people are coming to the realization that Americans are 
being stolen from by pirates operating unlawfully on the jurisdiction of the land 
by means of Admiralty law, which is out of place in court rooms of Americans 
owed courts of land jurisdictions. Please pursue such questions related to the 
organic Constitution for the united States of America, the original (and never 
repealed) 13th Amendment to that Constitution, and yet other questions and 
challenges to the extant situation, via your study of related issues at both 
scannedretina.com and annavonreitz.com.

Thank you for your good work. I hope that my suggestions help you to come to 
challenge even your own role in the current scheme of things. I suggest that 
you might want seriously to consider taking the steps needed to put yourself in 
the position of being able to challenge the jurisdiction of the court, in the case 
of Karl Trautwein and tenants.

Attention to the following videos is highly recommended

- - -

Start here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8zBEUKxw8A&feature=youtu.be

Then:

1. https://youtu.be/K8V9qtXi_Js

2. https://youtu.be/bIgdJTIuF-M

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTdYdNt-y7M&feature=youtu.be

4. https://youtu.be/zKLykTBD_KQ

5. https://youtu.be/f_fCntPevEU

6. https://youtu.be/nytvKRUmKSg

to date 16 July 2016.
- - -

Thank you for your interest in these important matters.

Sincerely, -steve langford, langford: s a in propria persona sui juris-

Current Tel. 860/932-5308

Provided as a public service…courtesy of the scannedretina

A resource for the people.
For the adults in the room.
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